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SOW3 FACTCMS AIcTIENG DISAGRKEMHT
1

IN A SMALL GROUP

David Shapiro and Mona E. Morningstar

In a previous study of the behavior of small groups in a simple task, it

was found that the manner in which decisions are made can be influenced in the
2

extent people will disagree (Shapiro, 1961). tf a successful outcome is made

contingent on the occurrence of disagreement, rate of disagreement will either

remain constant or increase whereas this change in rate ioes not occur in groups

reinforced at random. With the accumulation of experiences of success for dis-

agreeing, the wide variztion from group to group of initial tendency to disagree

appears to decrease. The effects of reinforcement were also found to be greater

if the task situation iv relatively unambiguous, ambiguity defined as increasing

as number of choice alternatives increases.

In the present stuly, it is our aim to determine the effects of several

stimulus and population variables on rate of disagreement under conditions in

which groups receive non-contingent reinforcement, that is, success is random.

The stimulus variablea are complexity of task, ratio of successful to total

outcomes, and dime or e:operience in the task. We expected more disagreement

the more complex the taik requirements, the less successful the group in achieving

decisions, and the less experience in the tosk.

The population varLables are sex, college or non-college experience, and

science or non-science 'nterests. We expected more disagreement in men than

in women, in college th.an in non-college subjects, and in science than in non-

science majors.

I
We are grateful to P. Nerbert Leiderman, Gilbert Levin, and Bernard Tursky

for aid in the planning and execution of this study.
2
Shapiro, D, the roinforcement of disagreement in a small group. Technical

Report No. 2, September 1961, OR Contract 1866(43), Group Psychology Branch.
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Method

Experimental Procedure

The basic experimental situation is a "contrived" game. A group of three

subjects (So) sits around a table on which is placed a panel of colored lights.

lace S has before him a sall control box with a like number of buttons on it

corresponding in color to the lights in the center of the table. The lights on

the central panel go on when all Ss press the appropriate button simultaneously.

The following instructions were used:

Now we want you to take part in a guessing game. This is how

it works. In the other room I have a long list of colors written

down, and you have to guess each color on my list and try to get as

many right as possible. Your job is to talk it over with each other

and decide what the color is each time. As you do, please discuts

how you arrived at your decision, and also name the color you are

going to choose for each guess. Speak distinctly so that you can be

understood. As you do, please discuss how you arrived at your deci-

sion, and also nama the color you are going to choose for each guess.

Speak distinctly so that you can be understood. As soon as all three

of you agree on a color, you stop talking and turn on the light by

pressing the button of the color on the box in front of you. All

three buttons have to be down for the light to Vo on. You keep the

light on until you find out whether you guessed right or wrong. If

you guessed right, you will hear a sound like this (tons). If you

guessed wrong, you will hear a sound like this (buzzer). As soon as

you find out how you did, turn off the light. Whether you guessed

right or wrong, I'll go on to the next color on my list and you have

to guess that one. It mey be the same color as the last one. or it

may be different.
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Let's try one for practice. Suppose you all talled it over and

agreed on red. (They do. Buzzer.) That means your C;uess vas wrong.

(If they do not follow instructions correctly, they atv told: You

hold the button down until you find out whether you guessed right or

wrong.)) Try red again. (They do. Tone.) That's right. The colors

are red, gold, green, yellow, bromn and silver. Remember, all three

of you discuss how y arrived at y decision each time. t

as Many right as ava.bI** Any questions?

So were required to hold the button down for five seccnds after which the

tone (right) or buzz (wrong) was sounded for one second. lhe tone was a

pleasant sound, the buzz unpleasant. The time for decisior was free to vary

and was completely controlled by groupt of So. Each decision constitutes a

trial.

Disagreement in achieving a decision was defined as fellows: a color sug-

gestion initiated by one of three S3 is followed by a different color suggestion

by one or both of the other So. Two and three-person disagreements were not dis-

tinguished in the analysis. The specific resolution of disagreement was not a

criterion of success or failure. The actual name of a color had to be used for

a color initiation to be counted as such.

Xxper imsnta 1 Design

"Right" and "wrong" were pre-determined by a random schedule of reinforce-

ment assigned to each condition. Reinforcement was not dependent on the decision

process or on any specific color choice in a group.

There were 24 groups of three So, each run in two sessions about a week

apart. In conditions A and B, reinforcement ratio was held constant at 1/3 in

both sessions, but the number of colored lights was varied, either three or six.

in A, the experimsntal order was three lLghts in the first session and six in

the second; in 3. the order was reversed. It was assumed that the six choice

alternatives made the task more complex then three alternatives.
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In conditions C and 0, the number of colored lights was kept constant at

three, but ratio of reinforcement was varied from 1/6 to 2/3. In C, the order

wa first 116 than 2/3; ia 0, first 2/3 then 1/6.

For each condition. there was one group each of college male non-science,

college female mon-science, college etl science, and college female science Si.

Two groups of housewives airt also run in each condition. So were paid at the

rate of $1.50 per hour.

Iu each session, grouaps were given 100 trials or as many trials as occurred

irt an hour and a hclf, whichever occurred first.

Results

The data on disagreeimnt are given In Table 1. In both sessions of five

of the groups and one se*sion of a sixth (starred in the table),, discuss ion tim

was so long that 100 trials were not completed within the hour and a half time

limit. For comprisons, the number of disagreements was figured proportional

to the numer of trials completed. These six groups, It may be noted. were comn-

posed of non-science or non-college subjects.

The number of disagreements ranged from 2 to 52 with a men of 15.3 in the

first session and from 0 to 44 with a mean of 11.4 in the second *e*sion in the

24 groups. Twenty groups showed a decrease in total number of disagreement from

first to second session while one did not differ (p v.0Ol, Binomial Test). The

decrease was not a continuous fall over time from session to session; In fact the

first half of the second salson showed a greater number of disagremnts than

the second half of the first session (in 17 out of 24 groups). Although the

number of disagreemeonts decreased within each session, the decrease in the

second session was not as great as the decrease in the first.

Difference@ between populations in rate of disagreement, combining results

for morn and womeon, were statistically significant (p, .001, Kruakal-Vallis).



Table 1

Number of Dispeements per Session

FPoPULATIoN

Rein- Science Von-science
Condi- foroement No. of

tion Ratio Colors Session Houtevife Hale Femle Male Female Mean

1/3 3 1 24* 9 2 8 10 30* 13.8
A

1/3 6 2 14 8 0 5 7 20* 9.0

1/3 6 1 9 13 10 5 18 23 13.0

1/3 3 2 16 9 2 2 17 12 9 7

1/6 3 1 7 14 2 8 52* 4 14.5
C

2/3 3 2 3 15 0 7 44* 6 12.5

2/3 3 1 11 22* 9* 18 27 32* 19 8

1/6 3 2 3 10* 9* 15 23 26* 14 3

IMW 11.7 4.2 8.5 24.8 19.t
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Te mean number of disagreements was 22.0 for non-science students, 11.7 for

bousevives, and 6.4 for science students (Table 1.). It is apparent that sig-

nificance of this result is accounted for by the non-science student sample

which is atypical in Its high rate of disagreement. This sample of students,

it may be noted, was composed for thu most part of students in art and music

schools.

Comparing male and female college students, Including both science and

non-science saples, rates of disagreement were about the same, 14.5 and 13.8

respectively. It is apparent from Table 1 that the science-non-science dif-

ferences override the sex differences.

As to the complexity of the task and ratio of task reinforcement, the

results were completely negative. Varying number of lights (three or six)

or amount of reinforcement (1/6 or 2/3) did not significantly affect rate of

disagreement.

Finally, it is important to observe that groups tended to maintain a

relatively consistent rate of disagreement in both sessions. The rank-order

correlation on number of disagreements between sessions 1 and 2 for all 24

groups, disregarding condition, was .85 (pc .01). Thus, even though populations

differed In rate of disagreement, differences between groups tended to be con-

sistent over time.

Discussion

The major finding of a decrease in disagreement over time my be attri-

buted to two factors. one is a tendency for disagreements to decrease as the

group develops and stabilixes a procedure for playing the gam and making deci-

sions. For exauple, in *am of the groups, we observed that after an initial

series of trials and orientation In the task, go started to take turns on suc-

sssive trials. In other groups, a single 5, after an initial period of
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jockeying, assumed a more dominant role in the decision making and others

accepted his leadership. These ways of Interacting resulted in less disagree-

ment.

A second factor, not unrelated to the first, is a probable loss of interest

in the game over the course of the sessions which leads to a decrease in total

amount of interaction or discuosion. The level of motivation appears to

revive momentarily at the beginning of the second session vith a corresponding

brief rise In rate of disagrement but then a subsequent fall-off. The corre-

lation of interest, amount of discussmon, and number of disagreements has been

seen in an exploratory study (unpublished) in which reinforcement was made con-

tingent on amount of Interaction or time per trial.

As to the population differences, those correspond to some extent with

differences observed in approaches to the problem. Science students tended to

use a logical or mathematical approach, the housewives leaned mainly on color

associations, and non-science studients followed their intuitions. The dif-

ferent ways of handling the ptobleu seen to have an ordered probability of

disagreement.

The logical approach is to discuss which hypothesis may be correct and,

after a hypothsis is decided on, a color is suggested which fits the hypothesis.

Disagreement my occur at the hypothesis stage but usually not at the color

suggestion stae, and thus does not result in disagsemeut as here defined.

If a guses is not right, it means an Incorrect hypothesis was used with a

resulting discussion of change in the hypotheasis, not color cheng per s, and

therefore a relatively low mber of disagreements.

Examples of color association are such statemnts as, "I have a red living

room so let's push red," or, "I feel depressed- let's push blue for depression."

Disagreemnt. may arise here when there is no appropriate light for the
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associated object so tbAt So have to decide which color on the panel is

closest to the one suggested. Or individual So may pursue different trains

of thought. in other words, So may disagree but not necessarily to maxi-

mize their success in the task.

An intuitive approach is exemplified by such statements as, "Red is

going to be right this time; push it quick," or, '"et's choose blue on

a hunch (unstated)." Such Ss may refuse to accept any color other than

the one they "feel" at that moment. Two different "feelings" on the same

trial result in a lisagreement. The intuitive approach is akin in some

ways to extra-sensory perception.

In examining these approaches to the problem it would seem as if

individual vs. group involvement in the solution may be an important

dimension. That is, for some of the So using a logical approach, it seemed

more important that a guess or hypothesis be tested out and found correct

and not as iaportat for the group to achieve success. For others,

the logical approa-h leans heavily on a clear-cut system which was felt

by these Ss not to be a matter for discussion. The color association

approach, on the other hand, emphasizes individual as well as group asso-

clation. Subjects using this approach seemed to enjoy the game with

little emphasis on success as such. Both logical and color association

approaches have in comon a concern for external frameworks or objects,

and in this sense, are more socially-oriented than the inguitive approach

which appeared to be both intensely subjective and individualistic.

These interprotations, coupled with Vinacke 's suggestion (1959)

that in game behavior men are primarily concerned with winning, whereas

women are more oriented towards working out an equitable outcome.

would lead us to expect a greater male-female difference. The disagree-
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ment rate was slightly higher for man than for women although not signi-

ficantly, suggesting that the Importance of winning for Bo may not have

been a crucial variable in the game used.

The non-Significant differences in disagreement as a result of

variations in compexity of task or amount of reinforcement support this

last conclusion. Given a basically ambiguous problem slight changes in

stimulus conditiongi and in success do not seem to have any gross effects

on disagreement in achieving decisions.

As an alternat:iv interpretation, a simplification of the stimulus

conditions may decrease one kind of complexity while at the same time

Increasing another. Changing from six lights to three actually increases

the amount of information given on each trial but decreases the number of

alternatives to divouss and choose from.

Reinforcement rate my be seen in the same light. A low rate of

reinforcement vamma little feedback and my lead S to reject all hypotheses

whereas a high rate means a great deal of feedback and may lead Do to accept

all hypotheses. The relationships between task complexity and ratio of

success with disagreement may therefore be more complex. If d'sfagremant

in a simple aubiguous task is to be studied as a function of stimlus

conditions, we need to know more about what factors lead to more or les

compleuity, ambiguity, o Information.

Sumsiy and Conclusions

Ve have studied the dgre to which groups of three persons disagree

in achieving decisions in a simple task as a function of several experi-

mental and subject variables.

Variations in complexity of the task situation and in success in

achieving decisions were found to be insufficient to alter rate of disagree-
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A significant decrease in rate of disagreement occurred from one group

session to the next,, This decrease, it was suggested, may be due to

adaptation in the s:'.tuation itself and to the development of a stable

interaction procadure among subjects.

A difference iti rate of disagreement was found related to the popula-

tion from which the subjects were drawn. This was hypothesized to be a

function of methods of approach In solving the problem.

Groups tended to maints4n consistent levels of disagreement in two

sessions regardless of change in the stimulus conditions of the task.

It my be concluded that disagreement as a process of interaction in

achieving a decision is more closely related to the individuals In a group

and to their characteristic ways of approaching a task than to the charac-

teristics of the tack itself, at least in the laboratory situation used.

In studying how pearls interact In achieving decisions, we need be less

concerned with the objective characteristics of the task and more with

the ways people approach and interact In finding solutions to problms


